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MINTAFELADAT - Speaking

Perspectives: Environment

Which of the following quotations do you agree with? Give your reasons. 

Ez a feladat az EGYÉNI beszédkészség vizsgarész egyik állandó feladattípusa. Az összes 

vizsgarész valamennyi feladattípusát megtekintheted a MyEuroexam fiókban, ahol 

teljes vizsgatesztet is találsz.

“We don’t have to sacrifice a strong economy for a healthy environment.” 
(Dennis Weaver) 

“No one is an environmentalist by birth. It is only your path, your life, your travels that awaken you.” 
(Yann Arthus-Bertrand) 

“‘Being green’ is commendable, but I hope that people don’t take too much pride and self-
adoration because they shut off the water when they brushed their teeth.” 

(Naveen Jain)

Perspectives - (Álláspontok) 

The candidate receives a card with three quotes on the same topic. You will reflect on the quotes giving 

your opinion. You have 1 minute to prepare and 3 minutes to give your opinion.

The candidate speaks for 3 minutes.  

At the end of the task, the speaking test is over.

Az alábbi részlet egy lehetséges megoldás első megszólalását mutatja, de ezer más módon is kezdheted és 

folytathatod. Fontos, hogy érvekkel, példákkal támaszd alá véleményedet.

 

For the final part of the test, you are going to talk 
about a topic I will give you. Imagine that you are discussing the topic Environment with your class. 

Please look at the topic card and read the quotations. Which of the three quotations do you agree with? 
Give your reasons. You have one minute to prepare and 3 minutes to give your opinion. 

When you are ready, please start.

 

To be honest, the choice is hard because each quote has a point. Perhaps it is the first one I 
can mostly go along with, as it implies that economic development is never economical in the long run, 

so it always has harmful effects on our environment. Let me illustrate my meaning by an example…

https://www.euroexam.org/myeuroexam/

